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Basket cells in hippocampus form mutually inhibitory networks and target perisomatic regions of the output pyramidal cell population. Furthermore, they are major players in producing gamma rhythms both in vitro and in vivo [e.g., [2, 3] ]. Network models incorporating experimentally derived synaptic characteristics produce robust and coherent gamma oscillations, thus suggesting that synchronous output from basket cell networks are important contributors to gamma rhythms. In addition to inhibitory synapses, PV+ basket cells are electrically coupled with gap junctions at multiple locations between their apical and basal dendrites, several hundred microns from their somata [4] . Given that direct electrical communication between neurons plays an important role in shaping network output, it is important to understand how non-proximally located gap junctions contribute to produce synchronous output in basket cell networks. In a previous study we built compartmental models of basket cells with active dendrites and showed that when gap junctions are located distally, there could be sensitive tuning of network dynamics with changes in gap junction conductances [5] .
In the work here we built compartmental models of basket cells with different distributions of ion channels in basal and apical dendrites, and explored the dynamics of two-cell networks coupled at non-proximal locations. We first compared full (372 compartments) and reduced (3 compartments) compartmental models to define synchronous and asynchronous regimes. We then quantified phase response curve characteristics in terms of their skewness to predict the network dynamics (synchronous or asynchronous) of reduced models using weakly coupled oscillatory theory. We found that the predictions from quantified phase response curves also held reasonably well when the full compartmental models were coupled at basal or apical dendrites. We next built two-cell networks that were coupled at two and three locations, and computed the average of each of the phase response curves obtained for the different coupling sites. We found that the quantification applied to the averaged phase response curves correctly predicted the network output. This suggests that quantification of phase response curves can be used to predict the output of networks that are coupled with gap junctions at more than one location.
